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DMR Assesses Dragging Impact
By Slade Moore

Three years ago in May I began a bottom mapping
project in Taunton Bay, a protected downeast embayment
that I had no experience with.  A few months later, while
being towed down Sullivan Falls by Heath and Lee Hudson
after the emergence of a transmission problem on the survey
vessel, I thought, “This is going to be interesting.”  I had no
idea.  

Since then, with the help of many collaborators and
volunteers, we’ve conceived and implemented an ambitious
workplan that helped shed light on the  (contd. on page 2)

     Dragging Moratorium: What Now?
By Steve Perrin

Leadership of the Joint Marine Resources Committee of
the Maine Legislature has opted to defer consideration of
the five-year dragging moratorium in Taunton Bay until the
next legislative session, which will convene in January 2005.
The moratorium statute itself is set to expire March 1,
2005, unless extended, revised, or replaced. 

David Etnier, deputy DMR commissioner, said recently
that DMR will draft legislation incorporating the findings of
its Taunton Bay assessment and submit it to the joint
standing committee having jurisdiction  (contd. on page 2)

When a new Hancock/Sullivan bridge opened Taunton Bay to larger boats, the Maine Legislature, urged on by FTB,
passed an act prohibiting dragging in the bay. A five-year sunset provision called for reconsideration of the act in
2004 with input from the Department of Marine Resources.

DMR’s Slade Moore, right, with UMO Masters student Tom Atherton on Taunton Bay
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Assessment (contd.)

issue of shallow water shellfish dragging.  Perhaps most
exciting is that our efforts together have put us in a position
to  develop a comprehensive management strategy that
would be unique along Maine’s coast.

In February, a report on our activities and
recommendations was sent to the state legislature.  In short,
our field research and review of previous studies
demonstrated that unchecked dragging in the bay’s shallow
flats (the areas most likely to be targeted in the short-term)
had the potential to deplete target species, negatively impact
habitats and populations associated with the benthic
environment, and create sweeping changes in the bay’s
ecology.  We also observed that the use of manual
techniques for harvesting subtidal mussels warranted further
study.  This more than anything else, I believe, emphasized
the need for a more comprehensive management approach
than could be achieved by prohibiting dragging, or any one
activity.  At the same time, our findings suggested that these
methods of harvest were not necessarily inconsistent with
effective management of the bay.  In fact, we suggested
that a Taunton Bay management plan could accommodate
such activities, but only if they were considered in the
context of sustaining the health of the bay.  As such, our
final, and maybe most sweeping recommendation called for
development of a science-based, comprehensive resource
management plan that could address principal resource user
groups and frame their activities in the context of sustaining
ecological processes, functions, and values of Taunton Bay.
The state legislature now has until March 2005 to consider
and act on our advice.  

So, although the report has been submitted, there is
much more work to do.  The most immediate efforts, from
a research perspective, involve the horseshoe crabs of the
joint DMR-FTB sonic telemetry tracking project. (See
horseshoe crab article on page 2) 

That’s it for now.  I look forward to working with you
all in the future and want to express my gratitude for the
opportunity to know such a committed group of people.

What Now? (contd.)

over marine resources matters. 
The senate chair of that committee, Dennis Damon, said

he received 20 or more letters supporting adoption of the
recommendations made in Slade Moore’s careful two-year
assessment of the bay. That report was delivered to the
committee in February 2004, a time, Senator Damon points

out, when a crowded schedule made it very difficult to
introduce new legislation. But with both impressive public
and scientific support on record, he is confident the
necessary political support will rally during next year’s
session. If re-elected this fall, and his party remains in the
majority, Senator Damon expects to make sure the
committee reports out a bill based on DMR’s
recommendations to the first regular session of the 122nd.
Legislature.

Horseshoe Crabs on the Move
By Steve Perrin

With  retired  scientist Elliott  Spiker  as data recorder
and myself as tracker, the joint FTB-DMR horseshoe crab
tracking project began the spring phase of its work on a
windy April 21. Slade Moore having put the tracking boat
in the water the day before, we ventured out to see if the 26
horseshoe crabs bearing sonar transmitters (13 in Egypt
Bay, 13 in Hog Bay) were where we had put them to bed
on November 24. Indeed they were, the ones in Egypt Bay
showing some signs of stirring (we never made it to Hog
Bay because waves began washing over the transom). 

           Steve Perrin and data recorder Carole Beal    
Photo by Kristina Beal

We went out again on April 30 under much calmer
conditions and found all 26 horseshoe crabs right (or near)
where we left them last fall. The batteries were still
working, the signals still clear. Several crabs were up and
wandering about. Assuming we were not tracking dislodged
transmitters or animals that had died over the winter, we
were right on time to watch our subjects wake up. 
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 On Dec. 10,  braving  20º  F  temperatures, Slade 
     Moore dove with an  underwater sonar receiver in 
     an unsuccessful effort to find wintering crabs in the      
     mud.                                               Photo by Steve Perrin

Imagine hibernating for half of each year by not eating
and slowing your breathing and heart rate for almost six
months at a stretch. With ice on the bay January to March,
the ambient water temperature would stay near 0º C (32º F)
for months at a time. Then you’d have about a month to get
in shape for the breeding season extending from late May
through June. And then four months to store enough
calories to get you through the next winter. What a life! Yet
that is the picture emerging from our tracking of horseshoe
crabs in Taunton Bay.

High winds, dawn and dusk tides, and engine trouble
have kept us off the bay for several weeks, but we plan to
be out tracking with increased frequency as bay waters
warm up to about 13º C (56º F), which seems to mark the
threshold of breeding activity. We will continue tracking
until the batteries drain, which we expect will happen
sometime in September, giving us more than a full year of
tracking data for representatives from two local sub-
populations of horseshoe crabs in Taunton Bay.

We are also installing a fixed, round-the-clock receiver
and data logger in Egypt Bay to track the 13 horseshoe
crabs returning to the breeding shore where their
transmitters were attached last June. We hope this will give
us insight into nighttime breeding activity, which in mid-
Atlantic states is reported to be greater than that during the
day.

This work is very labor intensive, but we are gathering
new information about the whereabouts and behavior of

Atlantic horseshoe crabs at the northern edge of their range
along the east coast. We are finding that, like other Mainers,
our local populations adapt to seasonal hardships by going
about their business in ways very different from comparable
populations in New York, New Jersey, and farther south.

Mary Lou Barker: A Quality Tester
By Pat Flagg

If Mary Lou Barker continued testing water quality in
Taunton Bay through the summer as planned, in October
she would have completed 13 years on the job. This may
well be a record for volunteer monitoring in the state.

However, Mary Lou made her last water quality test of
the bay in April. While collecting a sample she fell (not for
the first time), and although not injured,  decided not to risk
a trip to Rome planned for June. The Department of Marine
Resources lab in Lamoine will take over the testing.

In 1992 when Mary Lou began testing for Friends of
Taunton Bay, the DMR was already testing five sites in the
bay for fecal coliform bacteria. Mary Lou began checking
an additional 10 or 11 locations, visiting them every two to
three weeks. In 1998, at DMR request, she took over their
sites, too.

       Mary Lou Barker           Photo by Sheila Karlson

The previous year, recommended by DMR's Robert
Goodwin, Mary Lou received the Star Award from the
northern New England branch of Volunteers of America.
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She and other volunteers met Gov. Angus King and were
honored in a ceremony at the Blaine House in Augusta.

Mary Lou values the relationship she has had over the
years with Lamoine lab personnel, including Paul Anderson
in the early years, and biologist Goodwin and microbiologist
Mercurio Combo. She herself has a degree from UMM in
environmental studies with a marine emphasis.

Venturing out on the bay by herself in all kinds of
weather, at her husband's urging Mary Lou sought
volunteers to help. Answering the call over the years have
been Maisie Meyer, Debbie Boerger, Cynthia Perkins, Amy
Hodgson, Susan Keliher and Mary Lou's husband Alex.

Monitoring efforts have resulted in closure to shellfish
harvesting of polluted areas, as well as some openings of
previously closed areas, and replacement of defective septic
systems. There are currently areas with questionable
readings that are under close scrutiny.

In addition to monitoring the bay's water quality, Mary
Lou has served on the FTB board as vice-president for 10
years and is currently on the board as member-at-large.

Board members are unanimous in their praise of Mary
Lou for the important service she has performed year in and
year out for so long. She has probably experienced and seen
a wider range of life on Taunton Bay than most people. "It
has been a good way to see the bay in all seasons and all
types of weather," she says.  “I think I’ve seen Taunton Bay
in all its moods."

President’s Message:
 I attend a great many meetings other than those of FTB.

Some of what I learn at these meetings bears directly on
events in Taunton Bay. For example:

A number of invasive marine species are headed our
way, most notably the Asian shore crab introduced on Cape
Cod in 1992. It has reached Penobscot Bay, and was found
on Isle au Haut last year. In southern New England, this
species is largely replacing the green crab, an earlier invader
introduced from Europe in 1817 and reaching our waters in
the 1930s. What the newcomers lack in size (body 1"
across) they make up for in numbers, 100 having been
counted in one square meter of rocky bottom. They can
probe mud with their claws, looking for juvenile clams,
which they quickly dispatch. They prefer rocky cobble
habitats, but are now moving into salt marshes, which is
new behavior in their adopted homes.

Shellfish aquaculture can sometimes introduce unwanted
guests. One, Codium fragile, replaces marine canopy
species such as eelgrass or kelp; another,  Didemnum, found

in the Damariscotta River since the 1970s, can overgrow
existing algae near shellfish farms. Their impact sometimes
downplayed in advance, such invaders can wreak more
havoc than first assumed. Asian shore crabs, for instance,
can wipe out small intertidal mussels and native periwinkles.

 FTB President Steve Perrin    Photo by Sheila Karlson

There are some 400 nonnative species in US waters,
many arriving as fouling organisms on the hulls of boats, in
ballast water, via aquaculture, on bait or gear, or by other
means. The best protection is a combined program of
checking likely sources in the region, developing best
management plans, and eternal vigilance through
monitoring. No matter what we do, though, it is impossible
to eliminate the risk of invasion by sea.

The March 30 public hearing on Babe Stanley’s
mussel and scallop aquaculture lease application for a site
south of Bean Island at the entrance to Sullivan Harbor was
as cordial as it was informative. Babe had evidently taken
opposition to his operation expressed at the pre-hearing in
September 2002 very much to heart. He had chosen that
particular site, he said, because it offered a pronounced
upwelling of phytoplankton, which put him in direct
competition with boating interests in the area. To resolve
the conflict, Babe now plans to submerge his mussel rafts
ten feet below the surface, allowing boats to pass without
obstruction. Much of the hearing was devoted to the design
of the submersible gear, including a video of a one-eighth-
scale model being tested in a wave tank at UMO. The public
responded warmly to Babe’s willingness to work toward a
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       Spring morning on Taunton Bay, looking toward the Hancock shore       Photo by Sheila Karlson

mutually agreeable solution. 
Regarding Taunton Bay more directly, the FTB

community meeting held April 5 at Franklin Community
Center was both a summary of recent research and a chance
for members of the public to share their perspectives on the
state of the bay. 

Tracy Hart of Maine Sea Grant summarized findings
from her 2002 needs and issues survey conducted in the
Taunton Bay region. Shoreland development and potential
pollution, for instance, were common concerns, while
shellfish aquaculture and the dragging moratorium received
high levels of support.

Slade Moore, research scientist with DMR’s Ecology
Division, detailed the findings of his two-year ecological
assessment of Taunton Bay. He focused on seabed
mapping, the bay’s dragging history, variability of eelgrass
density and extent, intertidal communities, horseshoe crab
seasonal movements, shallow fish communities, and bottom
disturbance documented in a mussel dragging experiment.

At the end of the program, Ron Beard, extension
educator with UMaine Cooperative Extension, facilitated
audience discussion on what seems to be working well on
Taunton Bay and what needs our attention.

Construction of the new pump house supplying salt
water to the USDA and UMaine aquaculture operations in
Franklin will be completed by August, according to John
Crew, administrative officer for USDA’s North Atlantic
Region. Assuming funding is forthcoming, he predicted at
his March 24 public update that 30 to 40 jobs will open up
in Franklin for qualified lab assistants, technicians, and
animal feeders. He said Bangor Hydro will install a 3-phase
power line along South Bay Road to meet power needs at
the center. Members of the audience were fearful that
increased trucking on that road, “which is barely maintained
as it is,” will make it impassable to light cars and trucks.
Road maintenance was a public concern, as was the

possibility of drawing down local wells. (When built, the
center will have the capacity to draw 125 gallons a minute
from its several wells). 

Because the bay is the source of the center’s salt water
(it shares a 1.27 million gallons per day capacity with its
neighbor, the UMaine Center for Cooperative Aquaculture
Research), Mr. Crew said water quality was a real issue for
USDA. When asked, he agreed to participate in bay
management planning efforts in years ahead.

Frenchman Bay Conservancy and Friends of Taunton
Bay co-hosted a Beginning with Habitat presentation in
Hancock April 28. The point was made that to preserve the
natural character of our area, it would be wise to deal with
important ecological features before development takes
place rather than after the fact. Barbara Charry of Maine
Audubon and Andy Cutko of the Maine Natural Areas
Program made a joint presentation supporting the value and
importance of wild habitat areas to local towns.
Fragmentation is a large issue in this regard, road and home
construction often cutting the landscape into smaller sized
tracts, breaking up large habitat areas  many species depend
on to meet their survival needs. The presenters gave sets of
maps to both FBC and FTB to aid in future planning efforts.
Similar maps for marine and intertidal habitat areas are not
yet available.

At the 2004 Fishermen’s Forum in Rockport March 5,
I took part in a panel on bay management before an
attentive audience of more than 80 people. Panelists were
asked to address two questions: What is bay management?
and What does it mean for Maine? 

The points I made included the fact that 85% of all
Mainers live within 15 miles of US Route 1, which runs
along the coast from Kittery to Calais, putting Maine’s
inshore waters in our collective front yard, and underscoring
the interest that coastal landowners have in managing our
bays as a public trust for all citizens. Property owners are
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stakeholders in bay management, and need to be recognized
as such. Disparaging “trophy home owners” when riparian
residents ask for a say in siting aquaculture leases divides
the public into two classes, which is disruptive when fair
management decisions are to be made with all interests in
mind. 

When stakeholders get together without trust and
respect, whatever is said around the table will never be
heard. The goal is to discover common values such as clean
water, sustainable jobs, wildlife, and viable shoreland
habitats. By avoiding divisiveness up front, agreement on
such a platform of core values makes it easier to get on with
the true work of bay management. 

“Bay management,” I told the audience, “is
fundamentally an educational process to get all stakeholders
on the same page with the same information so they can
understand one another and act with mutual consent.” It is
not the managing of marine environments and resources for
the benefit of a privileged few interests with influence in
high places.

On seven sheets of newsprint, Ron Beard recorded the
points each speaker made through the hour-and-a-half
session. I am still going over Ron’s notes, trying to achieve
a synthesis of what was said.

Continuing the theme of bay management, and to
wind up my report, on May 12, Shep Erhart, Frank Dorsey,
and I met for three hours in Belfast with representatives of
the State Planning Office and Department of Marine
Resources to explore coordinating bay management
planning efforts at state and local levels regarding Taunton
Bay. We met with Kathleen Leyden, Director of the Maine
Coastal Program; David Etnier, Deputy Commissioner of
DMR; Deirdre Gilbert, Special Assistant to the DMR
Commissioner; and research scientist Slade Moore,
representing DMR’s Ecology Division.

As you can imagine, in three hours we talked about many
things. We learned that Maine’s Land and Water Resources
Council has been designated to undertake a two-year study
of bay management in the wake of recommendations
contained in the final report of the Governor’s Aquaculture
Task Force. The council will direct an interagency staff
work group charged with finding innovative ways of
managing Maine’s embayments through a two-year pilot
initiative. Outcomes will include goals, objectives, criteria,
and standards for bay management in Maine.

Of interest to FTB is the creation of one or more pilot
projects to test various ways of resolving conflicts between
different    user    groups.   The    council     will    request

       Shep Erhart, left, Frank Dorsey and Steve Perrin 
                                   Photo by Sheila Karlson

proposals from user groups and affected stakeholders in
different regions who are ready to engage in such an effort.
As Kathleen Leyden made clear, key challenges will be,
first, to identify a representative group of stakeholders, and
then to actually bring them together for productive
discussions. She identified the dangers of using biased
words and being insensitive to the experience of others.
David Etnier emphasized the need to find sustainable ways
of continuing to provide protein from the sea. He saw “the
best science at the smallest cost” as the heart of bay
management. Slade Moore emphasized the need for
ecological research in attaining that end.

Shep, Frank, and I spoke as mindfully as we were able
from our respective points of view as a sea vegetable
harvester, bio-statistician, and educator with an ecological
bent. 

The interests of Friends of Taunton Bay are being carried
forward proactively on several different fronts at the same
time, which to my mind is better than sitting back and
waiting for events to catch us unprepared.

Welcome, New Eagles
By Pat Flagg

Inland Fisheries and Wildlife biologists this spring
confirmed the suspicion  of  local landowners that there was
more than the usual one pair of eagles on Butler Point:
There are two pairs of eagles in that one area. "That's
unusual, in fact phenomenal,"says IFW biologist  Charlie
Todd. "In our April flyover we saw a new nest and  both
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               Bald eagle 
                Photo by Steve Perrin

pairs of eagles on Butler Point.That they are willing to nest
so near each other  shows how well entrenched eagles are
in the area."

The new nest brings the total of active eagle nests in the
Taunton Bay area to seven, one more than last year.
Besides the two on Butler Point,  there is again a nest on
Buckskin Island in  Franklin, on Burying Island, on both
Hills Island and Stewart Island in the Skillings River, and a
nest at Falls Point on the Sullivan side. 
    From their planes IFW personnel do not actually see eggs
in the nests. Instead, they watch for a telltale  horizontal
position assumed by eagles to put a brood patch on the
breast in contact with the eggs which must be maintained at
a temperature of 99 degrees. This position would be
uncomfortable ordinarily, so it is safe to assume the eagles
are sitting on eggs, Todd explains.   

When the eggs hatch, the parent, in a slightly upright
position, still holds its wings differently. IFW plans another
flyover  check in mid-June when eaglets will be nearly full
grown.

The second eagles' nest on Butler Point is not the first to
surprise biologists who have believed an area has reached its
limit. According to Todd, a few years ago they thought
Cobscook Bay  (which had once seemed the only healthy
reproductive area in the state,) was maxed out. The eagles
thought otherwise: in the last two years the area has
produced four new pairs. Bar Harbor, densely populated
and believed to have reached its limit, last year sustained
five pairs of eagles, all of which produced young.  After
Cobscook Bay, the eagle population took hold  in the
Machias and Jonesport area, then Hancock County, and
now is growing quickly in central Maine.

Eagles are doing so well in general, Todd says, that the
federal government is
considering taking them off
its list of threatened species.
The state has its own criteria
and one of these is that the
federal government must act
first before Maine can  take
such action. "It's getting
close," says Todd.

Historically,  in 1978
eagles were put on the
federal endangered species
list in 43 states, including
M a i n e .  T h e y  w e r e
downgraded to a threatened

                  Eaglets by nest on Burying Island   
      Photo by Steve Perrin 

species  in 1995. Charlie Todd has  been   intimately
involved with eagles and their welfare for many years and is
now spending much of his time considering their welfare
when they are no longer legally protected.                        

"Now we have 440 locations of essential habitats with
quarter-mile designated areas of protection for eagles" he
says. “Any municipal official who issues land use permits
now needs IFW approval  before issuing the permit. It has
worked well to have a line on a map giving advance notice
to landowners.”  Once off the threatened species list, eagles
will still have some measure of protection from
conservation easements and other intermediate measures.
For instance, Todd says, the federal government in the
second year of a landowners incentive program has granted
Maine funds to build a better safety net for previously
protected species.

Monetary rewards may accompany what have long been
gentlemen's agreements between the state and landowners.
"Landowners,“says Todd, "whether private or corporate,
have been the unsung heroes of land recovery in Maine."

Crab Study Gains Recognition
By Sue Schaller

We look forward to the 2004 field season to continue
our horseshoe crab project.  Our work is gaining
recognition among horseshoe crab researchers. In fact, a
staff member of the U.S. Geological Survey plans to visit
the site.  The study was mentioned in the recently published
book The American Horseshoe Crab, by Carl N. Shuster,
Jr., Robert B. Barlow, and H.Jane Brockmann – a very
thorough 427 pages!  
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The Maine horseshoe crab surveys and the associated
Taunton Bay tagging study completed its third season in
2003.   In addition to providing horseshoe crabs in Hog Bay
with individually numbered tags, this project works with
volunteers at sites in Sedgwick, Damariscotta, Nobleboro,
Wiscasset, Brunswick, Harpswell and Yarmouth to conduct
horseshoe crab counts during the May and June spawning
periods.  

    Horseshoe crabs mate in the shallows around
        Taunton Bay.          Photo by Steve Perrin

The goal of this project is to collect enough information
to understand whether horseshoe crab populations in Maine
are stable, increasing, or decreasing.  This work is
coordinated jointly between the Department of Marine
Resources, Sue Schaller working as Bar Mills Ecological,
and some 50 to70 volunteers each season.  In addition to
the Friends of Taunton Bay, volunteers come from the
Maine Shore Stewards, Bagaduce Water Watch, Bagaduce
Watershed Association, Damariscotta Watershed
Association, The Chewonki Foundation, Harpswell
Heritage Land Trust, the Friends of Casco Bay, local
landowners, and others.
 The tagging study is conducted only on Taunton Bay.  It
begins around the third week of May and runs daily through
the end of June—just  over 40 days each season.  By
contrast, the other sites conduct counts during two or three
periods of peak spawning activity, each roughly a week
long.   

In 2003, the tagging study found that females averaged
1.9 daytime spawning site visits, while males averaged 1.7
visits.  Males have outnumbered females by a ratio of 2:1
during the three years of the study.  Most individuals are

seen only once, but a number have been documented 3 or 4
times during the season, and a few different ones have been
seen 6, 7 or 8 times at the tagging site within a season.  

Do horseshoe crabs return to the same spawning site
from year to year?  With individually numbered tags we can
identify which horseshoe crabs spawned at the tagging site
in other years.   Of the 1293 individuals tagged in 2001,
9.2% returned in 2002 and 8.7% returned in 2003.  Of the
622 animals tagged in 2002, 10.8% returned in 2003.  Only
15 animals have returned to the tagging site in all three
years of the study, so there appears to be an element of
randomness in where they spawn from one year to the next.

How long do horseshoe crabs live?  Horseshoe crabs
take 9 to 11 years to reach maturity, and may then live
another 5 to10 years.  Hopefully the tagging study will help
us learn how long horseshoe crabs live in Taunton Bay.
Allowing for a 5 to10 year adult life span, one should
assume that at least 10% of the adult horseshoe crabs in any
estuary die of old age each year.  Death through other
causes, such as being stranded (staying onshore when the
tide begins to fall), and predation would increase the natural
annual mortality.   Aside from gulls, raccoons, loggerhead
turtles, and humans, adult horseshoe crabs have very few
predators.  Horseshoe crabs molt 3 to 4 times their first
year, 2 to 3 times their second year, and less frequently
thereafter until they reach maturity in 15 to 17 molts.  It is
believed that once horseshoe crabs reach maturity, they
molt infrequently, if at all.  Molting appears to be physically
demanding and horseshoe crabs are occasionally  found that
died part way through the molting process.  

       The larger crab, a female,  burrows into the
            mud  to lay eggs.           Photo by Steve Perrin 

The tags used for the tagging study were chosen because
they are small and if the animal does molt, the tag will be
left behind without interfering in the process.  Only adult
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            Photo by Boots Garrett

                          Photo by Doug Kimmel

horseshoe crabs are tagged, and the adults are strong
enough to break free if the tag should be tangled in
seaweed.  One animal (of the 2933 tagged) returned in 2003
with the bony point broken off and the tag lost—evidence
that the animals can escape if the tag gets caught. If a
molted shell is found with a tag in it, it will indicate that
horseshoe crabs do molt from time to time after they reach
maturity.  

Surprisingly few tagged horseshoe crabs have been
reported dead since the study began in 2001.  Normal
mortality from old age suggests that 10 to 15% of the
tagged animals should die each year from old age.  To date,
fewer than two dozen tagged horseshoe crabs have been
reported dead from nearly 2400.   

How many horseshoe crabs are in Taunton Bay?  More
than we thought perhaps, but few enough that fishing could
easily eliminate local populations.   It appears that most
populations in Maine are gradually declining, but the
tagging study helps us distinguish between the number of
animals that are observed on any one day, and the number
of individuals we are seeing.  Often the same individual will
be seen multiple times during the season, or in another
season, but only 15 individuals have been seen at the
tagging site for all three years.  

Each additional year of data proves more interesting as
animals return that have not been seen since they were
tagged.  To date, 2933 horseshoe crabs have been tagged at
Shipyard Point in Hog Bay, and the study has logged over
4600 observations during the past three years (individuals
are often observed more than once during a season).  The
highest counts were recorded in 2001 when 337 females
and  955 males, were tagged for a total of 1292 total
individuals (2273 observations).  The counts declined with
no apparent explanation in 2002 when only 269 females and
472 males were seen, totaling 741 individuals (and 1119
observations).  Fortunately this alarming trend was
temporary and the numbers improved in 2003 with 342
females tagged, and 557 males for a total of 900 individuals
(1255 observations). 

Volunteers are welcome to join us this season.  We will
be looking for help to conduct a comprehensive shoreline
survey between June 11 and 25 to look for horseshoe crab
shells.  Please email Sue Schaller if you are interested in
helping:  HorseshoeCrabs@aol.com.  

Anyone finding a shell with a tag in it is urged to report
it immediately to HorseshoeCrabs@aol.com, or Department
of Marine Resources at 633-9500, or to Marine Patrol.   

Observations around the bay:
eThe  female  red-bellied woodpecker, shown below, is

unusual in Maine. It has
remained at Boots Garrett’s
home all winter and is still
there even though  she finally
removed her feeders after
continuing raids by a local
bear. (Last year the bear tore
her porch screen going after
a beeswax candle.)

On April 27 when she
took her feeders in, the
woodpecker clung to the
spruce pole from which the
feeders had hung and waited
for over 40 minutes without
moving.

The woodpecker drops in
once in awhile for suet which
Boots put out briefly before  leaving for work. The
woodpecker is quite aggressive and chases off the resident
hairy woodpeckers and occasionally feeds on the ground
like a flicker.

eCoves remained ice-free later than usual this winter.
Finally Taunton Bay iced over completely, but not until late
in the season after sustained below-zero temperatures in
January.

eIn early May residents along Taunton River observed
the large rig, (see
left) belonging to
Prock Marine of
Rockland, navigate
to Cedar Point on the
Hancock shore to try
and stem erosion
which has been
taking place there for
some time. Granite
rocks on the barge
came from Sullivan.
Having obtained
permits from DEP
and the Town of
H a n c o c k ,  t w o
adjacent property

owners have engaged the Rockland company to deal with
the problem which others still face. The editors of the FTB
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     Mourning doves         Photo by Sheila Karlson

newsletter plan to include more on the problem in the fall
issue.

  
eHow do birds deal with death? On April 17 Sheila

Karlson observed two mourning doves. One was clearly
dead and the other dove sat by it for most of the day,
sometimes partly on it and occasionally pecking and
pushing  it, in an effort to rouse it. When other doves
approached it would drive them away aggressively. It
stayed by the side of its mate until dusk. The next day the
dead dove was gone, scavengers  presumably having
fulfilled their role. 
     eSheila usually sees a goshawk for about a week in the
fall and spring. At the end of April, as dusk approached, she
heard a large bird strike the
window in her living room and
then another  large bird flew down
across the window. Moving to a
side window she saw a goshawk
striding up and down in front of
the thick evergreen shrubs where
the other bird had fallen after
striking the window. The hawk,
hoping for a meal, continued to
patrol the grass in front of the
shrubs for more than half an hour,
apparently frustrated that it could
not penetrate the thick foliage.
The goshawk stayed around for
about a week.                                            By Sheila Karlson

e On April 30 while tracking horseshoe crabs, Steve
Perrin and Elliott Spiker sighted five eagles (one near
Round Island, two on Butler Point, one  flying across Egypt
Bay, and one flying to Burying island with grass in its beak),
a great blue heron, four ospreys in Hog Bay, kingfishers, 20
seals off Burying Island, nine Canada geese, several groups

of buffleheads and  goldeneyes, several loons, and various
gulls and cormorants. 

eOn May 8 Steve saw a pair of merlins (pigeon hawks)
defending their nesting territory on Burying Island.

The Hudsons:

Long History With Taunton Bay
By Pat Flagg

Lee and Heath Hudson, owners of Frenchmans Bay
Fisheries in Hancock, are carrying on the long fishing
tradition of Heath's father, Ronnie, and his grandfather,
Hilts. Taunton Bay is familiar fishing ground for three
generations of Hudsons.

Ronnie Hudson had a successful business, Frenchman's
Bay Mussel Co. which he gave up after 25 year when his
boat sank. The next season Heath and his new bride, Lee,
from Cape Cod took over Ronnie's market, as well as his
skiff and raised boat. They hand raked mussels and
harvested seaweed from dawn to dusk. Today, nearly eight
years later, they continue harvesting both seaweed and
mussels.

When the old Singing Bridge was replaced with a higher
bridge that would allow larger vessels in, Heath and Lee
knew that everything was about to change. They favored a
dragging moratorium and spoke for it in Augusta. 

While the Hudsons believed in sustainable harvesting,
not everyone else did, they knew. "The sea urchin boom
was too often the model, " says Lee Hudson. "And now
there are no more sea urchins. The problem is, you can't
control other fishermen. If there is not concern with
sustainable harvesting," Lee says, "there is the potential for
abuse of the resource."

The Hudsons liked the sunset provision of the dragging
moratorium."One thing we've learned," says Lee, "is that we
need to be species specific, and not just focus on the
method of harvest. To ban one method may open a window
for another more devastating method." Just as there are
different methods of harvesting, she says, so too are there
different drags, with varying effects on the bottom, and
different operators who know their equipment and know the
area they are operating in. She believes that some of what's
said about bottom dragging is biased and paints the
dragging picture with too broad a brush. 

Both Heath and Lee have been working for better
management of their industries. Lee, past president and
currently on the board of the Maine Seaweed Council, is
working to regulate  what she says has  been "a very
unprotected industry." She says some harvesting guidelines
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are finally in place.
Heath is on the board of The Maine Mussel Draggers'

Association.  He would like a group created to plan for bay
management, and  certain marked areas to lease  from the
state, with strict requirements and mandated reporting. The
leased area would have to be used, not just held. 

When he seeds a new area, which he often does, Heath
realizes that someone else could harvest what he has
seeded. Leased areas would lessen that risk.

The Hudsons took part in DMR research in Taunton
Bay and helped with the mussel dragging experiment. They
held off harvesting mussels by hand (which was not banned)
until the test drag was completed. Not  everyone  did, but

         Heath and Lee Hudson      Photo by Sheila Karlson 

other fishermen decided hand harvesting was not
worthwhile. Others fish up and down the coast. The
Hudsons  remain in Frenchman Bay.

"It's dangerous in the river," says Lee. "We worry about
the ice, especially after dark. Last year we left the bay on
December 22, just in time. Handraking is slow and
physically demanding and the window for harvesting is
narrow because of the tides, so we often have to fish at
night. Last winter one of our men went overboard after
dark when his skiff capsized.” 

In May’s  gentler weather, the crew of the Hudson's
boat, the Miss Daisy, has been scouting Taunton Bay for
future harvest potential. Among the crew is a  fourth
generation of Hudsons: Jonathon, 20, home from college
for the summer, is continuing the  Hudsons long history
with Taunton Bay.

Oyster Aquaculture Decision
 Expected Soon

By Steve Perrin

As of late May, the introduction of oysters to Taunton
Bay was still on hold pending a ruling by Justice Andrew M.
Mead regarding an appeal brought in superior court at
Ellsworth by the Conservation Law Foundation (CLF) and
a representative of local shorefront property owners. Oral
arguments were heard March 26, and the judge’s ruling is
expected any day. 

CLF attorney Roger Fleming based his argument on the
lack of evidence that the introduction of non-native oysters
would not cause harm to ecologically significant flora and
fauna such as harbor seals, shorebirds, and horseshoe crabs.
He characterized the Department of Marine Resources
(DMR) commissioner’s approval of Mike Briggs’ oyster
aquaculture lease application as “arbitrary” because it was
unsupported by evidence. 

For the commissioner, Assistant Attorney General Mark
Randlett argued that the appellants raised red herring issues
which had no bearing on the fact that each of the statutory
criteria for approval had been met. Further, he alleged that
CLF was applying “extreme” ecological standards which
would preclude approval of any application for use of
Maine’s public waters.

If the judge rules in favor of DMR, Mike Briggs expects
to have his operation up and running without further delay.
If CLF wins its appeal, the application is referred back to
DMR for further consideration.

Summer Meetings
The Secret Life of a Horseshoe Crab 

Tuesday, July 20, 7:30 pm
  at Franklin Community Center

Hear the latest about the internationally significant
horseshoe crab from Sue Schaller, Taunton Bay project
manager, and Steve Perrin, tracker.

Music on Taunton Bay
Tuesday, August 17, 7:30 pm 

at the Domain School's 
Forest Studio in Hancock 

Nancie Monteux and friends will share the story of
music at the school for conductors on the Hancock shore of
Taunton Bay. The Domain School was created in 1943 by
Pierre Monteux, legendary conductor of the Boston and

San Francisco Orchestras.
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Redpolls, irregular winter visitors to Maine, arrived in record numbers this year, staying through the middle of
April. Continuously for three months there were well over 100 redpolls at the Karlson’s feeders.

                                                    Photo By Sheila Karlson
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